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Symantec Messaging Gateway 10.8.0 Release Notes

About Symantec Messaging Gateway 10.8.0
Copyright 2022 Broadcom. All rights reserved.

Document publication date: 10/27/2022

Symantec Messaging Gateway SMG 10.8.0 is the update to previous versions of SMG. All functionality of SMG 10.6.x
and 10.7.x is maintained unless otherwise noted.

NOTE: You must be at SMG 10.6.6 or later to update to SMG 10.8.0.

What's new in SMG 10.8.0
This release (10.8.0) includes the following key features:

• Azure Support - Support for the deployment of Symantec Messaging Gateway on the Microsoft Azure Cloud
Computing Platform.

• Standalone Quarantine - Support for deploying SMG instances with the "role" of Quarantine. This permits you to
segregate SMG's quarantine functionality from your Control Center.

This release also includes the following feature changes and updates:

• The ability to increase the size of the usable disk drive after installation on all virtual platforms. See the CLI reference
for grow-disk for more information.

• Support for Domain Name Service Security Extensions (DNSSEC) is now available in host configuration pages. A
checkbox to enable this option is available in the DNS server configuration.

• Improved error reporting for Control Center backups.
• Policy groups for outbound mail can now be assigned by recipient instead of sender.
• The ability to add entries to the system /etc/hosts table.
• The ability to create filtering rules based on the exact contents of a Subject, including spacing.
• Ability to create filtering rules based on attachment name using regex.
• Improved reliability of whitelisting IP addresses when Connection Classification and Virus Attack policies are enabled.
• The ability to create filtering rules using emojis.
• Improved reliability of URL modifications.
• Enhanced reliability of the agent service. In prior releases the agent protected itself from unauthorized communications

via restrictions within the TCP stack layer. A new layer of protection has been added at the firewall level. This change
enhances protection against intentional and unintentional DoS attacks against the agent service.

• A new command to define the idle timeout of the Control Center. See cc-config session-timeout in the CLI
reference for details.

• Multiple security updates.
• Multiple reliability updates and bug fixes.
• Multiple quality and supportability enhancements.

Documentation
You can access English documentation at the following website:

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/en/symantec-security-software/email-security/messaging-gateway/10-8-0.html

Check the following website for any issues that are found after these release notes were finalized:
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https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=251865

To access the software update description from the Control Center, click Administration > Hosts > Version. On the
Updates tab, select a version and click View Description.

To view the Symantec support policy for SMG, see the following links:

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?legacyId=tech89724

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?legacyId=tech123135

To read the translated documentation, go to https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/en/symantec-security-software/email-
security/messaging-gateway/10-8-0.html and select the desired language from the dropdown list in the upper right corner
of the screen. SMG 10.8.0 supports French, Spanish and Japanese versions of the documentation and the product's user
interface locale.

NOTE
Translated documentation will be available shortly after this release is publicly available.

Support policy
Broadcom provides standard support for Symantec products, including SMG. Support is offered for only the most recent
build of the licensed software.

To view the Symantec support policy for SMG, see the following links:

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?legacyId=tech89724

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?legacyId=tech123135

Supported platforms
You can update to SMG 10.8.0 on any of the following platforms:

• HARDWARE: All supported hardware versions: 8380/S450 and 8340 purchased after May 2016.
For more information about SMG hardware testing support, go to the following URL:
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?legacyId=TECH123135

• Microsoft Azure: As of SMG 10.8.0, Microsoft Azure is supported for SMG deployment.
• VMware: VMware ESXi/vSphere 6.5/6.7/7.0

NOTE

VMWare 6.0 is in EOL status, and as a result Symantec Messaging Gateway has dropped support for that
platform as of the 10.7.4 release. Existing installations on VMWare 6.0 can upgrade to 10.7.5, but new VMs
should be created and run under 6.7. See this article for details: https://kb.vmware.com/s/article/66977.
Customers using ESX 6.0 should note that SHA1 is no longer considered secure, and thus they must either
convert the OVA or do an ISO install.

Support for VMware ESXi/vSphere 5.5 ended with SMG 10.6.6.
• Microsoft Hyper-V: Windows Server 2012 and Hyper-V Server 2012, and Windows Server 2016 and Hyper-V Server

2016.
NOTE
Hyper-V installation from a VHD image is not supported.

• Linux Kernel Virtual Machine (KVM): The kernel component of KVM is included in mainline Linux as of 2.6.20. The
user space component of KVM is included in mainline QEMU as of 1.3.
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Unsupported platforms
Unsupported platforms are as follows:

• Any platform that is not listed in the Supported Platforms section of this document.
• Hardware platforms 8220, 8240, 8260, 8320 and 8360.
• Hardware platform 8340 purchased on or before August 2016.
• Hardware platform 8380 purchased on or before May 2016.

Symantec does not test software releases on appliance models for which the hardware warranty period has expired.

To determine what hardware version you have, at the command line type the following:

show --info

Supported web browsers
Access to the SMG Control Center has been tested and verified with the following web browser versions:

• Mozilla Firefox 105.0.1
• Microsoft Edge 106.0.1370.52
• Google Chrome 106.0.5249.119

Supported paths to version 10.8.0
You can use any of the following methods to update to SMG 10.8.0:

• Software update from version 10.6.6 or later on supported hardware or in a supported virtual environment.
• OS Restore from ISO on supported hardware or in a supported virtual environment.
• VMware installation with OVA template.

Note: Broadcom provides an OVA template that can load an SMG virtual machine into VMware. This template
is designed for demonstration or testing purposes. You should use this template for deployment in a production
environment only if explicitly recommended. For any production environment, create a virtual machine in accordance
with best practices as outlined in the Symantec ™ Messaging Gateway 10.8 Installation Guide, located here: https://
techdocs.broadcom.com/us/en/symantec-security-software/email-security/messaging-gateway/10-8-0/Related-
Documents.html. Then install SMG using the ISO file.

Unsupported paths to version 10.8.0
You cannot update to SMG 10.8.0 from versions earlier than 10.6.6.

Important information about installation in virtual environments
SMG 10.8.0 supports four virtual environments: VMware, Microsoft Hyper-V, Microsoft Azure, and Linux KVM.

To install on Microsoft Azure

A single method is supported for installing SMG on Azure:

VHD file Upload the SMG VHD file to Azure to create an image for installation, and use that image to create VM in
Azure.

To install on VMware
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Two methods for installing on supported VMware platforms are:

ISO file You can load the ISO file into a preconfigured virtual machine.
You can use the ISO file on VMware ESXi/vSphere 6.5/6.7.*/7.0

OVA file You can also load the OVA, which includes the virtual machine configuration.
You can use the OVA for VMware ESXi/vSphere 6.5/6.7.*/7.0

* VMWare 6.0 is in EOL status, and as a result Symantec Messaging Gateway dropped support for that platform as of
10.7.4. Existing installations on VMWare 6.0 can upgrade to 10.8.0, but new VMs should be created and run under 6.7.

To install on Hyper-V

Symantec supports one method for installing on supported Hyper-V platforms:

ISO file You can load the ISO file into a pre-configured virtual machine.
You can use the ISO file on Windows Server 2012 and Hyper-V Server 2012, and Windows Server 2016
and Hyper-V Server 2016.

NOTE
Hyper-V installation from a VHD image is not supported.

See the Symantec ™ Messaging Gateway 10.7 Installation Guide (located at https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/en/
symantec-security-software/email-security/messaging-gateway/10-8-0/Related-Documents.html) for instructions and
system requirements.

To install on KVM

Symantec supports one method for installing on KVM platforms:

ISO file You can deploy an instance of Symantec Messaging Gateway from an ISO image on a computer running
Linux KVM.
For an example installation of KVM on a system running the CentOS Linux distribution, see the Symantec
Messaging Gateway 10.7 Installation Guide.

NOTE
While SMG 10.8.0 includes fixes for KVM to support upgrades, upgrading to 10.8.0 on KVM will require
additional intervention. You will need to employ the update command with the --force option to upgrade from
10.7.5 to 10.8.0. Contact Broadcom support for assistance if this affects you.

See the Symantec ™ Messaging Gateway 10.8 Installation Guide (located at https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/en/
symantec-security-software/email-security/messaging-gateway/10-8-0/Related-Documents.html) for instructions and
system requirements.

Important information before you update to version 10.8.0
This section describes the migration information that you should read before you update to version SMG 10.8.0.

The best practices for all updates are listed in Best practices for all updates.

You can only update to SMG 10.8.0 from SMG 10.6.6 or later.

If you are updating from 10.6.6, you should enable the new Malware configuration options for better detection. These
options use static and dynamic artificial intelligence and the relationship-based AI for file and mobile detections.

NOTE
After the upgrade to 10.8.0 completes, you might not automatically return to the login screen. Instead, the
system might display a screen that offers the choices Advanced or Go Back. Reload the page in your browser
to return to the login screen.
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If you are NOT using the policy sharing feature for email content filtering introduced in Symantec Messaging Gateway
10.7.4, you may skip this section. If you ARE using policy sharing, you must ensure that all Control Center instances (both
Central and Remote) are updated to the same product version.

Assume the following current deployment:

Cluster 1 = CC1, which controls Scanner01C1 and Scanner02C1.

Cluster 2 = CC2, which controls Scanner01C2 and Scanner02C2.

Cluster 3 = CC3, which controls Scanner01C3 and Scanner02C3.

Further, assume that CC1 is the central Control Center and CC2 and CC3 are the remote Control Centers.

Given the above scenario, follow these steps:

1. Update CC3.
2. Update the Scanners attached to CC3 (Scanner01C3 and Scanner02C3).
3. Update CC2.
4. Update the Scanners attached to CC2 (Scanner01C2 and Scanner02C2).
5. Update CC1 (the central Control Center for the cluster).
6. Update the Scanners attached to CC1 (Scanner01C1 and Scanner02C1).

The above steps are provided as an example of the recommended order in which to update your Scanners. You can
update the Scanners in a different order (e.g. CC3 -> CC2 -> CC1, or CC2 -> CC3 -> CC1), as long as you update the
Control Centers and the Scanners attached to them to the same update version.

NOTE

The software update process can take several hours. During this process, mail throughput is unaffected.
However, the mail that is intended for quarantine remains in the delivery queue until migration is complete.

Table 1: Best practices for all updates

Item Description

Perform a backup Take a full system backup before you run the software update, and store it off-box.
Do not restart before the update
process is complete.

The software update process may take several hours to complete. The system restarts automatically
when the update completes.

Warning! If you restart before the process is complete, data corruption is likely to occur. If data
corruption occurs, the factory image must be reinstalled on the appliance.

Delete log messages. If your site policies allow it, delete all scanner and DDS log messages before you update.
Stop mail flow to scanners and
flush queues before you update.

To reduce scanner update time and complexity, stop mail flow to scanners and drain all queues.
Then start the update. The goal is to process or deliver the messages in the queues, particularly the
delivery queue, before starting the update.
To halt incoming messages, click Administration > Hosts > Configuration, and edit a scanner. On
the Services tab, click Do not accept incoming messages and click Save. Repeat the process
individually for each scanner on the system. Allow some time for messages to drain from your
queues. To check the queues, click Status > SMTP > Message Queues. Flush the messages that
are left in the queues.
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Item Description

Update Control Center first. Perform the update in this order: Update the Control Center, flush the queues on the scanners, and
then update the scanners.
• If you choose to update the scanners first, use the command line interface to update remote

scanners.
• After updating the Control Center, update your scanners as soon as possible. The Control

Center can propagate configuration changes only to a scanner using the same version of the
software. Running different versions on the Control Center and scanners for more than 24 hours
is not advised.

• Making configuration changes when the Control Center and scanners are running different
versions is unsupported.

Perform software update at off-
peak hours.

Plan to update the Control Center appliance and scanners during off-peak hours. This reduces the
amount of mail that builds up in the queue.
After you update the Control Center, wait a few minutes for queues to clear before updating the
scanners. Software update of a scanner takes less time than the software update of the Control
Center.
Scanners cannot quarantine messages on the Control Center during the Control Center update
process. Messages may build up in a queue.
When you update a scanner, it goes offline. Scanner resources are unavailable during the update
process.

Check available space on the
/ partition before you start the
update process.

When updating, the installation process does not pre-test the available space on the / partition
before starting the update. If the available space is insufficient, a partial installation of the new
release can occur, leaving the system in an unsupported state.  You should verify that at least 500
MB of space is available before you begin the update. To find out how much space is available, use
the CLI command:
monitor other_free (output is not labeled; 500 MB is 500000 in this context).
To free up space, use the CLI command:
list --temp or list --top | grep -v data
and then use the CLI command:
delete file <filename> to delete unneeded files in /tmp and /var/tmp .

Monitor the update process
carefully.

If you observe unexpected behavior during the software update process, or if the process fails or
appears to terminate before completion, examine the Messaging Gateway log files to verify that the
update succeeded and to determine whether further action is required.

After 10.8.0 installation
To verify that your appliance is running SMG version 10.8.0, log into the command line and type the following command:
show --version

Perform a LiveUpdate as soon as possible after the update completes. The virus definitions in the new version may be out
of date.

Resolved issues in 10.8.0
This section describes the issues that are resolved in SMG 10.8.0.
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Table 2: Resolved issues in SMG 10.8.0

Issue Description and knowledge base article link (if applicable)

Inbound mail sent with enforced TLS is occasionally
delayed due to the TLS session timing out before
completion of the handshake.

See the associated knowledge base article for details:
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=225869

Error messages appear in the Mail Transfer
Agent log that contain validate/spf.so and
ec_malloc_size .

This issue has been resolved.

Larger installations with multiple scanners that run
for a very long time can exceed the limit on the
id column in the status_version_detail
andstatus_version_support tables. This
causes a large number of errors to be written to the
BrightmailLog.log.

This issue has been resolved.

Content filtering policies that contain emojis are not
saved properly, and do not filter messages as expected.

See the associated knowledge base article for details:
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=225874

When a backup initiated from the Control Center fails,
no error is provided.

This issue has been resolved.
The cause of the backup failure, such as disk full , is now properly
reported in the context of the failure log entry.

URL Modification of an email with no subject resulted in
the message being reported as Bad message and not
being passed on to the user.

This issue has been resolved.

In cases where only select messages are flagged to
be sent via TLS, those messages are occasionally
delayed.

This issue has been resolved.

In some cases, SMG fails to deliver messages if the
DNS records of the destination domain contain upper
case characters.

This issue has been resolved.

Attempts to change the minimum supported TLS level
of the control center would fail

This issue has been resolved.

SMG installations on KVM exhibit hardware monitoring
and software upgrade issues.

This issue has been resolved.
Upgrading to 10.8.0 will still require the use of the update CLI command
with the --force option.

DEPRECATION NOTICE: The symdiag CLI
command is no longer available.

Broadcom Support will provide guidance to use other SMG tools to gather
troubleshooting data, as necessary.

Known issues in 10.8.0
This section describes the known issues in SMG 10.8.0.
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Table 3: Known issues in SMG 10.8.0

Issue Description

The Control Center allows active sessions for
administrators with deleted accounts.

When administrators log on, their permissions are cached, and they continue
with the same rights until they log out. If a session is active, it can continue
even after the account was deleted.
See the associated knowledge base article for details:
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?legacyId=TECH208723

The error "server refused the connection" appeared in
the catalina.out log file during update.

See the associated knowledge base article for details:
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?legacyId=TECH232860

When a Content Filtering policy to detect executable
files was in place and an .exe file was compressed
within an ISO file, Content Filtering could not detect the
.exe.

This issue has been partially resolved.
Content Filtering can now detect .exe files compressed within most ISO
files. Detection issues persist when the ISO file was compressed using some
less commonly used compression tools.
See the associated knowledge base article for details:
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=226215

When a remote scanner is not connected, configuration
changes to DMARC settings are not saved to other
scanners. This also applies to the Control Center
computer if it contains a scanner.

See the associated knowledge base article for details:
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=203887

On all hardware platforms other than 8380-S450,
the Control Center shows a RAID error when the
RAID controller was actually having no issues when
(SNMPV3-only + MD5) is configured.

See the associated knowledge base article for details:
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=175448

Scheduled reports are generated and delivered in the
language of the Control Center's locale rather than in
the language of the user who created the report.

PARTIAL WORKAROUND:
Ad hoc reports forwarded to an email address are in the expected language.
Re-run Favorites as ad hoc reports and forward them to generate reports in
the expected language.
See the associated knowledge base article for details:
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?legacyId=TECH256803

After a fresh install of 10.7.3, the dashboard
displays the word "unlicensed," which is not correct.
The License page shows the valid license after
approximately five minutes.

WORKAROUND:
Wait approximately five minutes after completing the installation before
attempting to log in. The License page displays correctly after that time
interval.
See the associated knowledge base article for details:
http://www.symantec.com/docs/TECH256804

(Policy Sharing) After configuration of a Central or
a Remote Control Center, the Login page does not
always appear.

After enabling policy sharing on a Central or Remote Control Center, a
browser error can appear that prevents the display of the Login page.
MITIGATION:
Wait for the Control Center service to finish restarting and refresh your
display.
See the associated knowledge base article for details:
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=204559

(Policy Sharing) The Remote Control Center does not
display correct information on Control Centers about
the newly added Remote Control Center.

When policy sharing is being configured and a new Remote Control Center is
added, this Remote Control Center does not display the correct information.
The Central Control Center always displays the correct information. This
issue resolves when the incorrectly displayed policies are either modified or
re-applied from the Central Control Center.
See the associated knowledge base article for details:
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=204329
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Issue Description

Update to a new version of SMG fails to return to login
screen.

After an SMG update completes, you are not always automatically returned
to the login screen. Instead, the system might display a screen that offers the
choices Advanced or Go Back. Reload the page in your browser to return to
the login screen.
See the associated knowledge base article for details:
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=226070

Smart Card authentication fails following software
update.

Smart card authentication is currently set to "off" by default following a
software update.
WORKAROUND:
At the command line, enter cc-config client-cert --on to re-enable
Smart Card authentication.
See the associated knowledge base article for details:
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=225873

Content filtering policy does not detect images within
RTF attachments.

Embedded images in RTF file attachments are not extracted correctly. As
a result, content filtering policies that are intended to detect images are not
triggered.
See the associated knowledge base article for details:
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?legacyId=TECH208718

The dashboard displays All scanners accessible
when some scanners are not accessible.

See the associated knowledge base article for details:
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?legacyId=TECH254209

A spreadsheet that is embedded in a Word document is
not detected as a spreadsheet document.

See the associated knowledge base article for details:
http://www.symantec.com/docs/TECH254213

Messages are stuck in the Delivery queue due
to No valid hosts (unable to make any
connections).

This issue has been partially resolved.
In previous releases, default MTA values were used for two settings that help
govern the behavior when the MTA is unable to connect with two or more of
the MX servers at the destination address. Because these values were too
low for some installations, SMG now sets them to a higher value.
See the associated knowledge base article for details:
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=225896

On the Edit customer-specific URL category
settings page, the list of customer-specific categories
that no longer exist is not cumulative. The list shows
only the category that has most recently become
unavailable.

When WebPulse removes a URL detection category and then later removes
another URL category, the list shown under the heading The following
customer-specific URL categories no longer exist displays only the most
recently removed URL category.
This behavior occurs only when WebPulse permanently removes a URL
category from its detection engine, which happens very infrequently.
See the associated knowledge base article for details:
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=225884

Unexpected Network Manager error messages in
message logs for SMG deployed in Azure.

WORKAROUND: Ignore the messages as they are benign.

In some instances, when attempting to perform an
upgrade, systems configured as Scanner Only SMG
will report Upgrade Error in the View Description
field in Administration > Configuration > Versions >
Upgrade.

WORKAROUND: Ignore the messages as they are benign. Proceed with the
upgrade as normal.
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Issue Description

BrightmailLog.log reports an error when creating
content folder on a  standalone BCC

This only applies to a Control Center that is not a part of a policy-sharing
network, and does not have a standalone quarantine attached.
When creating a local incident or quarantine folder under Content policies,
the following error appears in the BrightmailLog.log:
Oct 20 2022 09:54:09 [https-jsse-nio-443-
exec-8] [RmtQuarantineHelper] ERROR -
javax.jms.JMSException: Could not connect to
broker URL: ssl://10.105.186.63:41616. Reason:
java.net.ConnectException: Connection refused
(Connection refused)
WORKAROUND: Ignore the messages as they are benign.

When restoring backup configurations from Central or
remote BCCs, each permits installation of the other's
backup.

This behavior should not be permitted, as it will produce unexpected results,
and potentially result in a loss of access to the system being restored.
WORKAROUND:  Only install backups on the system they were captured
from.

It is possible to deactivate a quarantine, even when that
quarantine is the only one configured.

The new Deactivate Quarantine option under Configuration > Host is
available on all systems, including BCC and All-in-One systems.
On BCC and AIO deployments, this setting will disable the quarantine
function in that system.
WORKAROUND: Avoid making this change on a BCC or AIO system.

Where to get more information
You can access English documentation at the following website:

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/en/symantec-security-software/email-security/messaging-gateway/10-7-5.html

You can access translated versions of the documentation at https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/en/symantec-security-
software/email-security/messaging-gateway/10-7-5.html. Select the desired language from the dropdown list in the upper
right corner of the screen. SMG 10.7.5 supports French, Spanish and Japanese versions of the documentation and the
product's user interface locale.

Check the following website for any issues that are found after these release notes were finalized:

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article/151063
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